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Abstract 

Global market competition is changing the nature of the present and 
future marketplace to a highly dynamic environment. Product variety is 
high and individual product demands are low. Also, customer's demand 
for faster responses and for products of lower costs and higher quality 
increases everyday. Under these circumstances, companies are forced to 
search for new ways to improve the productivity of their manufacturing 
operations. Group technology, and its application to the manufacturing 
environment called cellular manufacturing, arises as a new manufacturing 
philosophy that will play a key roll helping companies meet their 
objectives. The use of group technology and cellular manufacturing 
concepts will allow small batches of high variety and mixed quantity 
production with the benefits and economic advantages of mass production. 
This paper presents an explanation of the fundamental concepts and 
definitions related to group technology and cellular manufacturing. It also 
addresses some relevant issues related to the design and control of cellular 
manufacturing systems from a production management view. 

Sinopsis 

La libre competencia a nivel mundial esta tornando los mercados 
actuales y flituros en unos muy dinamicos. La diversidad de los productos 
en demanda es alta, pero las demandas individuales de productos tienden a 
disminuir. Mas aun, los requerimientos de los clientes de la distribucion 
hnnediata de los productos y articulos de alta calidad y costos bajos son 
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cada vez mas altos. Estas circustancias fuerzan a las companias a buscar 
mnwL ormas de mejorar la productividad de sus procesos de 
man f C Ura* 3 tecn°logla de grupo, y su aplicacion al ambiente de 

T afla^a manu^actura celular, emerge eomo una nueva 
ia , 6 pro ucjdn ^ue tendra una importancia capital como medio 

la t^ U? aS cfmPa^,as consigan sus objetivos. El uso de los conceptos de 
i . ° °^la e y la manufacture celular permitira la producion de 
hf»npfi^Urin0! ^ una.Sran variedad de productos aprovechando los 
rnnrpnt°S fi6 produc'°n' en niasa. En este articulo explicaremos los 

°S i m amenta^es -v definiciones relacionados con la tecnologia de 
3 manufactura celular. Tambien se presentaran algunos 

nZTt relaC110n3d0S con ^ diseno y control de los sistemas de 
ura ce u ar desde el punto de vista de la gerencia de operaciones. 

Introduction 

nnnv J- ierce comPet^tion among manufacturing companies has fore 
n 10 flnd new wa-vs to simplify and improve th, 
to use rp<sJmS pr0cefes m order t0 Survive in a global market. The ne< 
at the camU'|CeSm°St e®c'ent wa>' to reduce waste and costs an 
customer ctt'"fC' t0 lmprove Production and service quality to increa 
manufacture haS Set the groimd for the rise of new and bett 
Class man f t tP losoph,es and techniques. Just-in-time (JIT), wor 

t0ta' management (TQM) ar 
are used to ^ 1 3re S°me °f those techniques and philosophies th: 
elimination f P me,hodologies for the efficient use of resource: 
ehm.nat.on of waste and continuous improvement of activities. 

philosophies 'S °'le °f "le most ™dely accepted managemen 
manufacturing mu\ orgamzatian °f manufacturing svstems. Cellula 
nvo vt rd ' f f" aPP'iCati0n of GT to manufacturing. » 
objSoft fc,:itSt7 °f machi- operations (cells,. Th, 
(Product families} to " Pr°Cess the Sr0llps of similar prodUC 

create concentrated mini-processing anC 
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responsibility units which provide 'points' of manufacturing control" 
(Steudel and Desruelles, 1992). 

The implementation of a cellular manufacturing system (CMS) can 
provide cost, operation and quality control advantages compared to other 
traditional manufacturing systems. However, the problem of cell design 
and control is a complex one and implicates a wide range of constraints 
and issues. This paper presents an overview of the main concepts and 
definitions related to GT and CMS and introduce some of the principal 
issues related to the design and control of these manufacturing systems. 

Manufacturing systems 

The four best known manufacturing systems are process layout, 
product layout, project planning and continuous process. The first three 
systems are applied to the production of discrete items such as 
automobiles, machine tools, electrical and electronic products, house 
appliances, industrial machinery and apparel. The fourth is common to the 
chemical industry for the production of non-discrete nature items such as 
plastics, drugs, soaps, petroleum, metal products, food and beverages and 
paper goods. 

In a process layout manufacturing system, also known as job shop 
(fig- 1), operations and machines with similar functional type are grouped 
together. Each group is considered as a department. This system is 
common in batch production because it is very flexible to cope with a 
niyriad of different product job orders. In fact, batch manufacturing 
accounts for 60 to 80 percent of all manufacturing activity in the world. 
Job shop is used in cases where product demand is low and variety of 
products is high. Among its major disadvantages are high work-in-process 
inventory, long setup times, long leadtimes and slow response to the 
Market place. 
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(fig- 2) differs^ 'a-%out manufecturing system, also known as flow si 
a wav that nrL 0Pera*l0ns and specialized machines are arranged in si 

transformation # 

more snerhl.vJ i- Usua"> - this arrangement of operations £ 
where no back flmac.1,n®s lnvo,ves the configuration of a production 1 
nv 11 Z a"°Wed Th'S S>'Stem is -ed in mass product, 

* ZTJ 'VT for Products « high and variety of produ, 
product ob Z rbaCk " tHe ,0W P-™« d.ftert 
consequence ZnT, , T* °f the Produ« specialization. As 
onsequence, production batches are large, productions are long, e, 
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product inventories are large and conversions to another product take a lot 
of time. 

200 1 k/ r 400 | 
PRODUCT X, 

4 
PRODUCT X, 

PRODUCT X, 

"ioo - - — 

^ PRODUCT Z, 

r -»poo|-»^ 300 "Too" -sjTooj . . 

PRODUCT Z,. Z, 

100 "JC^)"""©""5(S) 

PRODUCT Y„ Y„ Y, 

100 "JC^)"""©""5(S) _> 

Work Station Type: 

200 > Routing of products Y„Yj,Y, 
300 — - - \ Routing of products Z„ Z,, Z, 
400 

Figure 2. product layout manufacturing system 

Project planning is a system used for large projects involving the 
production of long lead time products and services. In those systems the 
primary focus is the efficient management of time. Related to time is cost. 
T he project is usually supported by job shop and flow shop systems that 
supply components and subassemblies that are later assembled and 
processed in the project site. 

The continuous process systems are typical of the chemical industry 
and consist in the flow of products, generally gases, liquids, powders or 
slurries, through a series of continuous connected processes. Given the 
non-discrete manufacturing nature of the continuous process systems, it 
will not be considered for further description in this article. However, it 
nuist be pointed out that, from a production management point ot view, 
the operations planning control of these systems are easier and simpler. 
Therefore, the continuous process systems constitute the ideal vision of 
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!aPTCS? J'T manufactu™S systems in which the flow of 

SV^T ?H TC,T ° ru"' ldea"5% like a liquid thro"Sh a continuous 
™ Th? JIT management philosophy uses the rationale of group 
technology to configure cellular manufacturing systems, which constitute 

element of profound impact in the JIT manufacturing environment. 

f ^e^U'ar, manu^actLirmg (CM) is a new kind of manufacturing 
tcchZn emerged (f,g" 3)' h is an application of the group 

f  g y .  c o n c ^ P t s  f o r  a r r a n g i n g  t h e  m a n u f a c t u r i n g  s y s t e m  i n t o  
pnvimaC U"ng ce'ls.and grouping products into families; CM job shop 

technoZ 5nT ^ descriPtion of *sues related to group 
sections ^ ^ " manu^acturing systems are provided in later 

Work Station Type: 
100 
200 
300 
400 

Routing of products X,, X2, X3 

-> Routing of products Y„ Y2, Y3 

" ") Routing of products Z„ Zj, Z3 

Figure 3. Layout of a cellular manufacturing system 

Group technology 

(19851 cain twv0118 ^-V some researchers are as follows: Shunk 
a i is an approach to identify things by their attributes in 
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order to establish similarities between them. Then, families are formed, 
grouping those things based on the similarities. This is done with the 
purpose of taking the advantages of those similarities. Choobineh (1988) 
outlined GT as a philosophy that uses the similarities among attributes of 
given objects or situations to perform a known task. Ranson (1972) 
defined GT as a logical arrangement and sequence of all facets of 
company operations to bring the benefits of mass production to high 
variety and mixed quantity production. 

Regarding those definitions, it can be concluded that the basic 
concept of GT, from a manufacturing point of view, is the grouping of 
products with similar processes and the formation of cells with the 
required machines to process them. Thus, decisions are made based on 
those fonned groups. This lowers the total operating costs as a result of 
the reduction in change-over, setup and distances for material movement. 
At the same time, it also makes use of the benefits of mass production, 
high variety and mixed quantity production. Today GT is considered as a 
manufacturing philosophy with broad applicability affecting all areas of 
manufacturing environment. 

Cellular manufacturing 

Cellular manufacturing is the application of the GT philosophy to a 
manufacturing environment. The result of this application is the 
partitioning of the manufacturing system into cells and part families. 
Therefore, CM can be described as a manufacturing process that produces 
families of products in designated manufacturing cells. Product fann les 
are formed based on the similarities of manufacturing processes among 
products. The manufacturing cells are fonned by those machines capa 
°f processing all of the products in a family. However, in some cases, 
manufacturing cells might process products from different amiies 

introduce more flexibility to the system. The manufacturing ce s n 
follow defined shapes (S, U, C, etc.) and can be classified in two . p 
(Steudel and Desruelle, 1992): 
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1. Job shop cell layouts, where machines in a cell cannot be 
arranged in a unidirectional flow of work and. as a result, 
backtracking is allowed (fig. 4a); 

Flow shop cell layouts, where machines are arranged in an 
unidirectional flow of work and backtracking is eliminated 
( ig. 4b). In the figures, M/ represents the machine of type i. 

P2 

- - -»  P3 

P3~ ^MS j- .. 1 

1  P2 

Figure 4 a :  Job Shop Cell Layout 

Figure 4. types of manufacturing cells 

Design of manufacturing cells 

n . J11®rmai" objective of the design of a CMS is the identification of 
Y^j. T.1GS t at are t0 he processed in suitable manufacturing cells. 
with h °J S0' r numher of strategic structural and operational issues, 
mr r0£l lmp lcat'ons for the organization, have to be considered 
(Wemmerlov and Hver, 1987). 

Operational issues include: 

Design of jobs 
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Organization of supervisory and support personnel in the 
cellular system 

Maintenance and inspection procedures 

Consideration of planning and control issues such as flexibility, 
demand variability, production volumes, product mix, number of 
cells, cell layouts, investment cost, tardiness-related cost, cell 
loading and scheduling, etc. 

Monitor)' procedures (in terms of work flow and information) 

Structural issues include: 

Product families formation 

Selection of machines and process for cell formation 

Selection of tools, fixtures and pallets 

Selection of material handling equipment 

Cell layout 

The design of cellular manufacturing systems is a complex task. It is 
not possible to outline a specific sequence of decisions related to the cell 
design. However, because of the complexity of the various dimensions of 
the manufacturing realities inherent to the design of a CMS, 
comprehensive methodologies are needed. These methodologies should 
consider the operational and structural issues in an integrated manner tor 
the effective design of cellular manufacturing systems. 
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Cell formation 

When designing a cellular manufacturing system, the process of 
orming the manufacturing cells is very important. There are two main 

issues in forming cells, namely, 

1. forming product families 

2. forming cells to process them. 

A number of papers on CMS design focus only on techniques and 
approaches for forming product families and machine cells. There are 
various classifications of those cell forming techniques and approaches 
and most of them can be grouped in the following categories depending on 

e inputs they use: visual methods, GT classification codes, production 
flow analysis and cluster analysis. 

The techniques and approaches most complete are those that fall 
into the cluster analysis category. Those techniques stand for a formal 
method of grouping products and machines. They include some 
mathematical analysis and use data such as demand, processing time and 
sequence of operations in the design process. Most of the work on cluster 
analysis focuses only on the identification of manufacturing cells and 
product families. Those clustering techniques are primarily concerned 
with the^rearrangement of the rows and columns of a "binary product-
machine processing matrix" such as the one shown in figure 5. The 
o jective is to identify a block diagonal structure as shown in Figure 6. 

ie inary product-machine processing matrix is based on product 
routers. Typically, it consists of 0/1 entries, where a "1" entry means that 
the machine in row "f can process the product in column A "0" 
entry means that the machine does not process the corresponding product. 

tc term operation ' is more appropriate; however, the term 
mac e is used instead of "operation". This is done to agree with the 

terminology used in the published related literature . 
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Products 

A B C D E F G 

2 

Operations/ 3 

4 

5 

Figure 5. Binary product-machine processing matrix 

There are two categories of "binary product-machine processing 
matrix": mutually separable clusters and partially separable clusters. 
Figure 6 shows a mutually separable cluster, where the clusters of 1 s 
around the diagonal of the matrix indicate two product families {PF-1 and 
PF-2 } and their corresponding cells {MC-1 and MC-2}. 

PF-l PF-2 
—i r~ 
F B 

MC-1 

MC-2 

r- 2 

4 

1 

3 

Figure 6. Mutually separable clusters binary product-machine processing 
matrix 

However, not all matrices can be rearranged to fit a block diagonal 
form such that no Is lie outside one of the clusters. Figure 7 shows a 
Partially separable cluster matrix, where two disjointed separable clusters 
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to because °f Pr°duct "G: The products corresponding 

bottlpnpplr °UtS the diag0nal b,ock arc known as exceptional or 
Sn tn H-r tS , e ' the produCt is Processed on machines that pertain to different cells). 

Figure 

to the t0tbe bott'eneck product, the machines corresponding 
machines fmarb" °U «-»e d,agonaI b,ock can be defined as bottleneck 
processes n A 1116 ^ ln ^gUre ^ bottleneck machine is one that 
processes products pertaining to different families. 

PF-2 

7. Mutually separable clusters binary product-machine processin 
matrix - exceptional product case 

MC-l 

MC-1 

MC-2 

Figure 8. Mutually 
. — K 'HUPII. uusiers Dinary product-machine processing 

matrix - bottleneck machine case 
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The presence of exceptional products and bottleneck machines 
suggests the handling of products between cells (intercell movements) or 
the duplication of the same type of machines or operations to minimize or 
eliminate the intercell movements. 

The existing literature about cell formation and clustering methods 
is vast. Therefore, there has been a need to classify those techniques into 
taxonomic groups. Singh (1993) classified those methods in a series of 
approaches for a comprehensive review of cell formation techniques. 
Table 1 presents the taxonomy of different approaches as proposed b> 
him along with representative studies of each approach. Some other 
taxonomic classifications due to different researchers are also presented in 
table 2. 

Table 1 Taxonomy of cell formation techniques by Singh. 

Taxonomy 
Coding and classification 
Machine-component group analysis 

Similarity coefficient 

Knowledge-based 
Mathematical programming 
Fuzzy clustering 
Neural networks 

Heuristics ________ 

Control in cellular manufacturing 

Related studies 
Hyer and Wcmmerlov. 1985 
King (1980), Chandrasckaran and 

Rajagopalan 
Scifoddini and Hsu (1994), Slier and 

Ortega 
Kusiak (1988) 
Co and Araar (1988) 
Chu and Havya (1991) 
Chung and Kusiak (1994), Rao and 

Gu (1993) 
Vohra et al. (1990) 

When controlling a cellular manufacturing system, there are two 
tasks that must be performed: cell loading and cell scheduling. Le 
loading refers to the task of assigning the products of a family to teasi e 
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cells, determining how many units should be produced and in what order. 
This assignment should pursue three objectives according to Saiz (1992) 

1. balance the loads among cells; 

2. balance the loads within each cell; 

3. balance the proportion of jobs with large processing time and 
jobs with small processing time among cells 

The cell loading problem is a complex one. Therefore, most cell 
oa ing problems will fall into the category of NP-complete problems, 
evert e ess, the need to consider cell loading issues while designing 

is strongly acknowledged. If the number of jobs assigned to a cell is 
re atively low, then finding reasonably good solutions (and even optimal 
ones) for the cell loading problem may not be impossible. 

Cell scheduling deals with the determination of start times and 
comp etion times of operations and the determination of lot sizes and 
ransfer sizes through several workstations once a product has been loaded 
° a particular cell. Like the cell loading problem, the cell scheduling 

problem is also a complex issue in which most scheduling problems fall in 
e category of NP-complete problems. Depending of the type of 

manu acturing cells and the performance measures to be optimized, 
aitierent heuristic procedures and loading rules might be used to schedule 
operations m each cell. However, as a result of the cell loading task, the 

imension of the scheduling problem is decreased because of the reduced 
num er o jobs and product operations in each cell Hence the amount ot 
computations involved in the scheduling task is dramatically reduced and 
might even allow the use of optimizing techniques. Therefore, the use of 
cellular systems contributes to the easiness of the control and scheduling 
task in the manufacturing environment. 
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Table 2 Taxonomies of cell formation techniques of different researchers 

Author 

Offodile et al.(1995): 

1. Visual Method 
2. Parts Coding Analysis: 

Monocode (Hierarchical) 
Polycode (Chain-Type) 
Hybrid (Mixed) 

3 Production Flow Analysis: 
Matrix Formulation: 

Similarity Coefficient 
Array-Based Method 

Graph Theory 
Mathematical Formulation 

Integer Programming 
Linear Programming 
Dynamic Programming 

3. Other Structures 
Systems Simulation 
Expert Systems 
Neural Networks 
Fuzzy Sets Theory 

Wemmerlov and Hyer (1989): 

Ballakur and Steudel (1987) 

Methods that identify: 
1. Part Families without Routings 
2. Machine Groups 
3. Part Families with Routings 
4. Part and Machine Groups Simultaneously 

Techniques Based on: 
1. Part Family Grouping 
2. Machine Grouping 
3. Machine-Part Grouping 

Implementation of cellular manufacturing 

Cellular manufacturing systems are still being implemented in the 
United States. Studies in different scenarios and how CM compares to 
other manufacturing systems still need to be conducted to eva uate 
performance of CMS. A survey of a number of U.S. companies t la are 
using cellular manufacturing systems showed, among other benefits, 
following (Wemmerlov and Hyer, 1987): 

Reduction in throughput time by 45.6 percent. 
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Reduction in work in process inventor)' by 41.4 percent. 

Reduction in material handling by 39.3 percent 

Reduction in setup time by 32.0 percent 

Improvement in quality by 29.6 percent 

Cellular manufacturing is good for the production of small-to 
turn size batch of products with medium to high variety and mixed 

quantity production (fig. 9). Cellular systems are likely 'to be more 
ec we an o er operating advantages when setup times are longer, 
ian is predictable, the flow of jobs through machine centers is uni

directional and move time is substantial. 

high Product Line 
(Flow shop) 

PRODUCT 
VOLUME 

CELLULAR 
MANUFACTURING 

Flow Shop 
Cell Layout 

Job Shop 
Cell Layout 

low PRODUCT VARIETY 

Process 
Layout 

(Job Shop) 

high 

Figure 9. Different manufacturing systems 

Among the advantages that cellular systems offer are: 

a famdv°n °^Se^ t'mes because of similarities between products in 
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Reduction in material handling. 

Easy implementation of changes in production such as different 
production schedules, cell setups, implementation of new products 
manufacture, new product routings, etc.. 

Shorter leadtimes. 

Lower work-in-process inventory. 

Savings in floor space. 

Improved visual control of shops. 

Improvement of intangible factors like worker's satisfaction, 
maintenance, quality control and customer satisfaction. 

Two major disadvantages of cellular manufacturing are: 

the lower machine utilization that may result because of the 
increased number of machines; 

the reduced flexibility of the system, which is due to dedicating 
machines to certain cells and dedicating cells to certain 
product families. 

Conclusion 

Global market competition makes present and future marketplaces a 
highly dynamic environment. The manufacturing activity, to survive in 
this environment, has to be able to satisfy the requirements ot a maiket 
characterized by an every day increasing high variety of products, hence, 
lower individual product demands. This task has to be accomplished in an 
environment where requirements for faster responses, low cost an 
quality products, as well as competition are increasing. The impact of t us 
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laree crt*6"*manu£actu"nS operations is high investment in equipment, 
olannina lmes' clua''t.v control costs, complex manufacturing 
costs etc n C°ntr° act'v't'es at a" levels, excessive scrap, high tooling 

the nmllr vf cj>r^urnstances previously explained, the need to improve 
of eronn t T ' i° atC 1 manufacturinS s>'stems is essential. The adoption 
in time f° °^y ^ CePldar niar>ufacturing concepts, along with just-
mTctT mmg ^ an inteSrated engineering environment from 
success irftlfUt° pr°duct manufacturing, will provide the strategy for 
production f Wenty" centur> - Cellular manufacturing permits the 
variel Z 'T t0 niedil,rn"s'zed batches of products with high 
benefit? anr/™ ^uantlt-v Production and, at the same time, retains the 
CM nrnviHp6^0110"110 advantaSes of mass production. Therefore, GT and 
objective? Cf 6 Competltlve ^vantages to help companies meet their 
provide? a e° mCreasing market share and profitability. This paper 
related to ?nc^ptua exP'anation and definition of some important issues 
systems ^ esiSP> planning and control of cellular manufacturing 
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